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$Input:F$ : a finite subset of $K[\overline{X},\overline{A}]$
$Output:\mathcal{H}$ : a finite set of Pairs$(h, G)$ of a polynomial and a Gr\"obner basis in $K[\overline{X},\overline{A}]$
begin
$G:=ReducdG\ddot{o}bnerBasis(F, <x_{\overline{A}})_{j}$
if $1\in G$ then
$\mathcal{H}:=\{(1,F)\}$ ;
else
{ $h_{1},$ $\cdots,h_{l}1:=1hc_{X}(g)$ : $g\in G\backslash K[\overline{A}]I$ ;











, (http;$//kurt$.scitec.kobe-u.ac.$jp/arrow sakira/CGBu\epsilon ingGB/$)
,RiSa/A8ir .
3
OS: $knoppix/math20oe_{V}4.0.2,CPU$ : Intel PentiumM 1. $7GHz$,Memory: 125GByte
,1 4 ,7 3
. . $X>X_{2}>Y>Y_{2}>Z>S$
$A,$ $B,C,$ $D$ .
1 $\{X^{\theta}-A, Y^{4}-B, X+Y-Z\}$ .
2 $\{X^{4}-A, Y^{6}-B, X+Y-Z\}$ .
3 $\{F,$ $G,$ $(X-X_{2})^{2}+(Y-Y_{2})^{2}-S,\partial F/\partial X\cdot\partial G/\partial Y_{2}-\partial F/\partial Y\cdot\partial G/\partial X_{2}$ ,
$\partial F/\partial X\cdot(Y-Y_{2})-\partial F/\partial Y\cdot(X-X_{2})\}$ . ( $F=AX^{2}+BY,$ $G=CY_{2}^{2}+DX_{2}$ )
4 $\{F,$ $G,$ $(X-X_{2})^{2}+(Y-Y_{2})^{2}-S,\partial F/\partial X\cdot\partial G/\partial Y_{2}-\partial F/\partial Y\cdot\partial G/\partial X_{2}$ ,
$\partial F/\partial X\cdot(Y-Y_{2})-\partial F/\partial Y\cdot(X-X_{2})\}$ . ( $F=X^{2}+Y^{2}+A,G=Y_{2}+BX_{2}^{2}+C$ )
$g\{F-Z, X^{2}+Y^{2}+Z^{2}-S,X+\partial F/\partial X\cdot Z,Y+\partial F/\partial Y\cdot Z\}$ .
( $F=(X-A)^{2}+BY^{2}+B$ )
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7 \langle$axt^{2}+Wtz-x(x^{2}+ay^{2}+bz^{2})$ , ayt$2+bzxt-x(y^{2}+az^{2}+bx^{2}),azt^{2}+\ yt-x(z^{2}+ax^{2}+by^{2})$}































$hgr([a^{2}-3*b^{2}*a+b^{4}+b,$ $b^{2}*a^{2}-3*b*a+b^{3}+1,$ $-x^{3}+(-a*y^{2}-b*z^{2}+a*t^{2})*x+b*t*z*y,$ $-b*x^{3}+$
$(-y^{2}-a*z^{2}+b*t*z)*x+a*t^{2}*y,$ $-a*x^{3}+(-b*y^{2}+b*t*y-z^{2})*x+a*t^{2}*z$] $,$ $[x, y, z, t, a, b],$ $[[O, 4],$ $[0,2]]$ );
$219.5sec+gc$ : 76.01$sec(336.7sec)$
$gr([a^{2}-3*b^{2}*a+b^{4}+b,$ $b^{2}*a^{2}-3*b*a+b^{3}+1,$ $-x^{3}+(-a*y^{2}-b*z^{2}+a*t^{2})*x+b*t*z*y,$ $-b*x^{3}+(-y^{2}-$




$c*z^{2}+b*t*z)*x+a*t^{2}*y,$ $-c*x^{3}+(-d*y^{2}+b*t*y-z^{2})*x+a*t^{2}*z$] $,$ $[x,y,z,t,a,b,c,d],$ $[[0,4],$ $[0,4]]$);
$107sec+gc:12.9sec(122.1\epsilon ec)$
$gr([a+b^{2},c^{S}+(d-1)*c^{2}-3*d*c+3,d^{2}-d+1,$ $-x^{S}+(-c*y^{2}-d*z^{2}+a*t^{2})*x+b*t*z*y,$ $-d*x^{3}+(-y^{2}-$
$c*z^{2}+b*t*z)*x+a*t^{2}*y,$ $-c*x^{3}+(-d*y^{2}+b*t*y-z^{2})*x+a*t^{2}*z$] $,$ [$\dot{x},y,z,t,a,b,c$, , $[[0,4],$ $[0,4]]$);
0.661$sec+gc$ : $0.08012\epsilon ec(0.741\epsilon ec)$
hgr . \iota ,
. ’rr” ’hgr” OR .
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Suzuki,Sato .
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